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The monkeys had a business
 of just picking pawpaws.
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Peter picked pawpaws. 
Paul picked pawpaws. 
Kioko and Makena picked pawpaws, too. 
They picked so many pawpaws they 
couldn’t count them all.
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But now the monkeys have a better business. 
They pick and pack pawpaws. 
Peter picks. Paul packs. Kioko crates. 
And Makena counts the pawpaws.
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Peter picks the pawpaws. 
He puts them on the plate. 

1 pawpaw. 2 pawpaws. 3, 4, and 5.
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6 pawpaws. 7 pawpaws. 8, 9, 10 and oh!
The plate holds just 10 pawpaws.

When Peter’s plate gets full, he gives the 
plate of pawpaws to Paul.
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Paul packs the pawpaws.
He takes the plates of pawpaws that Peter 

has picked and puts them in a pack.
1 plate. 2 plates. 3, 4, and 5.
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6 plates. 7 plates. 8, 9, 10 and oh! 
Paul’s pack holds just 10 plates of pawpaws.

When Paul’s pack gets full, 
he gives the pack of plates to Kioko. 
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Kioko crates the packs.
He takes the packs of pawpaws that Paul 
has packed and he puts them in a crate. 

1 pack. 2 packs. 3, 4, and 5.
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6 packs. 7 packs. 8,9,10 and oh!
Kioko’s crate holds just 10 packs of plates. 

When Kioko’s crate gets full, 
he gives the crate to Makena.
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Makena counts the pawpaws.
She counts the pawpaws that Peter has picked, 

Paul has packed, and Kioko has crated. 
She writes the number in her book. 

She writes 1,000. 1,000? Yes, 1,000.
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Makena knows that Peter has picked 1,000 pawpaws. 
She knows because there is one crate.

Each crate holds 10 packs.
Each pack holds 10 plates.

Each plate holds 10 pawpaws.
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The pattern never ends.
Ten groups of 1,000 makes 10,000.

Ten groups of 10,000 makes 100,000.
Ten groups of 100,000 makes 1,000,000.

Oh, my. That’s a lot of pawpaws.
Can Peter pick that many pawpaws?

Can Paul pack that many plates?
Can Kioko crate that many packs?

Can Makena count that many pawpaws?
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To make sure she is correct, Makena counts the 
pawpaws one at a time. She writes the number in a 

number place. She call this the “Ones” place because 
she is counting the pawpaws ONE at a time. 

For example, when Peter picks one pawpaw, 
Makena writes the number 1 in the number place.
When he picks two pawpaws, Makena erases the 

number one, and writes the number 2, 
and so on up to the number nine.
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When Makena counts nine pawpaws and Peter picks one 
more, Makena makes a new number place. She calls this 
the “Tens” place because she is counting pawpaws TEN 
at a time — groups of ten. Makena now can count how 

many plates Paul packs.

For example, when Paul packs one plate of pawpaws, 
Makena writes the number 1 in that column. ! When Paul 
packs two plates, Makena erases the number one, and 
writes the number 2, and so on up to the number nine.
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When Makena counts nine plates and Paul packs one 
more, Makena makes a new number place. She calls this 
the “Hundreds” place because she is counting pawpaws 

one HUNDRED at a time - groups of one hundred. 
Makena now can count how many packs Kioko crates.

For example, when Kioko crates one pack of plates, 
Makena writes the number 1 in that column.

When Kioko crates two packs, Makena erases the 
number 1, and writes the number 2, 

and so on up to the number 9.
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When Makena counts nine packs, and Kioko crates one 
more, Makena makes a new number place. She calls this 
the “Thousands” place because she is counting pawpaws 

one THOUSAND at a time - groups of one thousand. 
Makena now can count how many crates Kioko crates. 

For example, when Kioko crates one crate of packs, 
Makena writes the number 1 in that column. When 

Kioko crates two full crates, Makena erases 
the number 1, and writes the number 2, and so on. 
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So, if there are 2 crates, 8 packs, 4 plates and 3 
pawpaws, how many pawpaws are there?

Makena writes 2,843. 
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Now, you try. If there are 4 crates, 5 packs, 2 plates, and 
8 pawpaws, how many pawpaws in total? (Yes 4,528)

What about 2 crates, 1 pack, 5 plates, and 0 pawpaws? 
(Yes! 2,150)

How many crates, packs, plates, and pawpaws would 
you have if Makena writes 3,491? What about 1,017?

It’s your turn. Create a question about crates, packs, 
plates, and pawpaws. Now ask your friend how many 

pawpaws in total.
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Did you know that if you picked one pawpaw 
every second (without stopping to eat or sleep) it 

would take:
About 11 days to pick 1 million pawpaws. 

1 million = 1,000,000

About 32 years to pick 1 billion pawpaws. 
1 billion = 1,000,000,000

About 32,000 years to pick 1 trillion pawpaws. 
1 trillion = 1,000,000,000,000

About 32,000,000 years to pick 
1 quadrillion pawpaws. 

1 quadrillion = 1,000,000,000,000,000

That’s a long, long time. That’s a lot of pawpaws!
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The happy news is that the monkeys’ business of 
picking and packing pawpaws is a success.

Thanks to Peter’s picking, Paul’s packing, Kioko’s 
crating, and Makena’s counting. 

The End.
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